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Abstract  

Speckle reduction is the key issue in ultrasound imaging. Nonlinear diffusion 

filters have been widely implemented in speckle reduction because of their good 

edge localization. The filters  combine intra-region smoothing and edge 

preservation based on an edge-strength-controlled, iterative diffusion operator. 

Despite their advantages, they can suffer from instability if the time step is chosen 

too large resulting in incomplete speckle noise removal and blurring in weak 

contrast edges. 

This paper presents the implementation of viscous levelings as a post-processing 

technique for nonlinear diffusion methods (Perona-Malik and Speckle Reduction 

Anisotropic Diffusion) in speckle reduction and edge preservation in ultrasound 

images. This post process filtering technique is meant to improve the nonlinear 

diffusion results in preserving weak contrast edges.  

We evaluated the proposed method on synthetic and spinal ultrasound images. 

Several parameters of the method were varied to select the most optimal 

configuration. The results demonstrate that the proposed viscous levelings 

method performed a more stable and improved speckle reduction, image 

simplification, and edge preservation in term of visualization and robustness due 

to distortions. Especially the viscous levelings with Perona-Malik with viscosity 

value of 1 is considered to visually provide the most optimum speckle reduced 

images, verified by universal quality index (UQI) and PSNR measurement. 

 

Keywords  

Nonlinear anisotropic diffusion, viscous morphological filters, levelings speckle 

reduction, anisotropic diffusion, ultrasound images, edge preservation, image 

simplification. 
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9.1. Introduction 

Ultrasound imaging has been favorable for frequent observation and volumetric 

analysis to support clinical diagnosis and treatment monitoring due to its 

advantages of non-radiation exposure, widespread availability, ease of use, and 

multidimensional visualization capabilities [1;2]. Notwithstanding its wide 

application, speckle presence in ultrasound imaging may decrease the quality and 

complicate the analysis [3-6]. The speckle contains both high-contrast structures 

and grainy noise, as a result of constructive and destructive coherent summation 

of ultrasound scatterers [7-9]. This ‘speckle noise’ produces locally correlated 

multiplicative noise spikes from scatterers smaller than the ultrasound beam 

wavelength (resolution size), which degrades the image contrast, obscures edges 

and details, and reduces the visibility of the tissue structures and interfaces 

[7;9;10].  

The common solution is to suppress the speckle noise. There exist two main 

approaches in speckle reduction; compounding and post-processing [11-13]. The 

compounding approach concentrates on reducing the speckle in ultrasound 

acquisition, while the post-processing approach is focused on minimizing the 

speckle by means of filtering techniques on the acquired images. Filtering 

techniques can be applied in the spatial and in the frequency domain [12]. In this 

regard, we limit our speckle suppression study to filtering in the spatial domain.  

Spatial domain filters have been implemented in many speckle reduction methods 

to improve image quality [14-20]. In clinical diagnosis, speckle reduction in 

ultrasound images is mainly aimed to enhance visualization and image 

simplification [20]. Visualization enhancement is intended to recover the texture 

in the observed organ. Previous work with this aim has been presented in [16;21-

24]. Simplification improvement, which is more aimed at reducing the 

complexity of the object and segment important areas for feature extraction, 

brings about simplification in the pre-feature extraction process, so that automatic 

procedures can be performed more effectively. Several studies have been 

performed, ranging from scale-space to mathematical morphology-based methods 

[19;20;25;26]. 

Nonlinear diffusion filters in image processing and computer vision were first 

proposed by Perona and Malik [27;28]. Compared to linear diffusion filters, 

nonlinear methods better preserve edge strength and location. On the other hand, 

nonlinear methods generate instabilities if the time steps in the iterative solution 

method are chosen too large, which leads to poor efficiency and limits its use. 

When applied to noise suppression, this filtering method suffers from incomplete 

noise removal in the edges in the regularization improvement, blurring effects in 

fainter contours, smoothing outcomes across object boundaries, and noise 

susceptibility in the strongly localized gradient estimate [29-33]. Perona and 

Malik allow parameter setting adjustment to improve image properties. However, 

a large smoothing level generates poorly localized contours whilst simplifying 

objects. Reducing the smoothing level, on the other hand, fails to suppress 

speckle noise sufficiently. However, a time-selection strategy for iterative image 

restoration can be a choice to minimize the correlation of signal and noise in the 
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filtered image [32]. Therefore, a good trade-off between smoothing and good 

localization of the contours is still required [34;35]. A more specific filter for 

preserving the edges is speckle reduction anisotropic diffusion (SRAD) [19]. 

However, its performance is degraded for spurious high intensity speckles. 

Furthermore, the stability of this method in determining an optimum coefficient 

of variation is still not trivial. Hence, the noise cannot be separated properly from 

the signal.  

Connected filters are object-based morphological filters which strictly preserve 

edge strength and localization based on a range of criteria. Such filters merge the 

flat zones and assign new grey levels to them, so that the connected components 

can be either removed or retained without creating new contours [36-39]. The 

earliest example of connected filters is opening and closing by reconstruction 

[40]. This completely eliminates smaller objects inside which some structuring 

element cannot fit. However, asymmetry in treatment of bright and dark noise 

spikes is found [40;41]. Furthermore, when spurious thin bridges connect separate 

image regions, they are effectively considered a single entity, an effect called 

“leakage” [39]. Several solutions have been introduced to circumvent the various 

shortcomings of connected filters [37;42-44]. Levelings form a solution to the 

asymmetry noted above, and were introduced by Meyer [45;46]. Levelings are an 

auto-dual extension of reconstruction, which include reconstruction openings and 

closings as special cases [34;39;47]. Having the advantage of accurate contour 

localization and efficient detail suppression, levelings are suitable for image 

simplification and segmentation [34;48;49]. So-called viscous levelings are a 

generalization aimed at addressing the leakage problem [50;51].  

In this paper, we present a structure simplification based-speckle reduction by 

means of viscous levelings to improve the performance of the nonlinear diffusion 

methods. The viscous levelings are used to remove remaining speckle noise and 

preserve the edge features as post-processing of the nonlinear diffusion filtering. 

This method enables the levelings to build suitable connections based on 

viscosity, resulting in improved speckle reduction and simplification [51]. As a 

comparison, we also tested the conventional method of Perona-Malik anisotropic 

diffusion and SRAD as well as classical connected filtering using area openings 

and area closings (AOAC), for reducing speckles and simplifying features.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of 

speckle reduction studies on nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filter-based methods 

(Perona-Malik and SRAD) and mathematical morphological based methods 

(connectivity and hyperconnectivity) for structure simplification purposes. In 

Section III, we start with a short introduction on conventional levelings, the 

concepts of connectivity and filtering on viscous lattices, before describing the  

viscous levelings method for speckle reduction. In Section IV, we provide the 

results and discussion of our measurement on the tested methods for both 

synthetic and original spinal ultrasound images. Section V concludes the paper. 
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9.2 Filtering Methods

Perona - Malik Anisotropic Diffusion

The anisotropic diffusion (AD) filter, proposed by Perona and Malik, is based on

partial differential equation (PDE) filters for smoothing homogeneous image re-

gions and retaining image edges. This method is useful for avoiding the blurring

and localization problems of linear diffusion filtering. The anisotropic diffusion

equation on a continuous domain is defined as [19;52;53]:

{
δI
δt = div[c(|∇I|) · ∇I]
I(t = 0) = I0

}, (1)

Where div is the divergence operator, ∇ the gradient operator, I0 the original im-

age, and c(x) the diffusion coefficient which depends on the local gradient. The

diffusion coefficient is given by either

c(x) =
1

1 + (xk )
2
, (2)

or

c(x) = exp⌊−(
x

k
)2⌋, (3)

Where k is an edge magnitude parameter [19]. Carefully choosing k enables the

diffusivity of the gradient magnitude c(|∇I|) to retain edges or to smooth image

regions. When |∇I| ≫ k, then c(|∇I)|) becomes 0, and smoothing tends to zero,

preventing smoothing across strong edges. In contrast, when |∇I| ≪ k, then

c(|∇I|) becomes 1, which leads to smoothing within a region [19;20;52].

Combinations of Perona-Malik AD and other techniques have also been proposed.

Yue et al. [20] merge Perona-Malik and Wavelet transforms for speckle reduction

and edge enhancement of ultrasound images. Acton [54] uses a multigrid method,

which facilitates the application of AD to time-critical processes. Finally, Jackway

and Deriche [55] have presented a mixture between nonlinear filtering and multi-

scale opening and closing operations from mathematical morphology.

Speckle Reduction Anisotropic Diffusion (SRAD)

Yu and Acton [19] presented a method which exploits the instantaneous coefficient

of variation (ICOV) as a function of the local gradient magnitude and the Laplacian

operator [56]. The ICOV enables SRAD to preserve the edges in images with

large area and high contrast objects.The ICOV qti,j , which is incorporated into an
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anisotropic diffusion PDE, is defined as

qti,j =
| 1
2
‖∇Iti.j‖

2 − 1

16
[∇2Iti,j ]

2|1/2

[Iti,j +
1

4
∇2Iti,j ]

, (4)

In which I(x) represents the observed echo intensity at location x, which denotes a

point in a 2D coordinate system,∇ is the gradient operator,∇2 the Laplacian oper-

ator. The ICOV allows for balanced and well localized edge strength measurements

in bright and dark regions of speckled images [19].

By extending the PDE of despeckle filters, a more general update function to com-

pute the next time step is:

It+δt
i,j = Iti,j +

δt

|η̄s|
div[c(qti,j)∇Iti,j ], (5)

Where c is the diffusion coefficient defined as a bounded, nonnegative, decreasing

function of the ICOV. The ICOV q(x), in conjunction with c, replaces the edge-

detector term in Perona-Malik AD, and also results in strong diffusion (i.e. smooth-

ing) in homogenous regions and inhibition of smoothing at the edges. Smoothing

control can be performed by means of the intensity variance and mean over a ho-

mogenous area [19].

This classical method has been improved in several variants of SRAD, such as

Generalized SRAD [57], Oriented SRAD (OSRAD) [58], Directions of Gradient

SRAD [59], Multiscale based adaptive SRAD [13], Regularized SRAD [60], Detail

Preserving Anisotropic Diffusion (DPAD) [61], and Adaptive Window Anisotropic

Diffusion (AWAD) [62].

Area Openings and Area Closings (AOAC)

Connected filters are strictly edge-preserving filters which can simplify images, or

detect or remove features using a variety of criteria such as size, shape and contrast

[63;64]. Reconstruction operators, as the oldest type of connected filter [36], are

based on iterated geodesic dilations of some markers. A reconstruction ρ(f |g) of

image f given marker g is defined as

ρ(f |g) = lim
n→∞

δ̄nf (g), (6)

With δ̄f (g) a geodesic dilation of g within f given by

δ̄f (g) = f ∧ δ(g), (7)
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In which δ(g) denotes the dilation of g by a unit ball, and ∧ denotes (pixelwise) in-

fimum. Markers, which are often results of opening or erosion by some structuring

element, enable removal of structures based on the maximal width of each structure

[39]. One example of classical reconstruction operators are openings and closings

by reconstruction (reconstruction by dilation and erosion). A later development is

area openings (AO) and area closings (AC) [65]. These filters are algebraic open-

ings and closings, respectively, which differ from classical morphological openings

and closings in that connected filters never move edges or introduce new ones [66-

68]. The difference between classical and area morphological filtering operations

is that the latter does not apply structuring elements in removing or preserving con-

nected components, but are based on the area of connected components.

In binary images, area openings remove connected components with areas smaller

than a threshold value of λ. Its dual transformation, area closing, fills in the holes

of the areas smaller than λ. As usual in morphology, binary images are represented

as sub sets of the image domain M . Let X ⊂ M and λ ≥ 0. The binary area

opening Γa

λ
and area closing Φa

λ
are defined as:

Γa

λ
(X) = {x ∈ X|Area(Γx(X)) ≥ λ}, (8)

Φa

λ(X) = [Γa

λ(X
c)]c, (9)

Where Xc denotes the complement of X in M , and Γx denotes the connectivity

opening at point x. This extracts the connected component of X containing x, if

x ∈ X , and the empty set otherwise. For grayscale images, the properties of binary

area openings and area closings are extended through threshold superposition. Any

grey scale image is considered a mapping f :M → ℜ. The grey-scale area opening

γa

λ
(f) is given by:

(γa

λ
(f))(x) = sup{h ≤ f(x)|Area(Γa

λ
(Th(f))) ≥ λ}, (10)

In which Th(f) stands for the threshold set of f at value h. Thus, the grey-scale area

opening removes all bright extrema whose area is smaller than λ. In practice, fast

algorithms avoid the explicit use of threshold superposition [69]. Area closing, the

dual transformation of the area opening, can be similarly extended to the mapping

f : M → ℜ. Area closing eliminates the dark objects by filling in the area below

the specified minimum area.

In speckle reduction, we can either first apply AO followed by AC with the same

threshold parameter. Alternatively, we can first remove the dark structures by an

AC, and then remove light structures with AO. To avoid any bias caused by the

order, we create a self-dual filter by performing both the AOAC, and the ACAO,

and taking the pixel-wise mean.
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Levelings

Levelings are an auto-dual extension of reconstruction which include reconstruc-

tion openings and closings as a special case. Unlike the connected filters discussed

so far, levelings allow simplification of edge preservation by simultaneously re-

moving bright and dark details [34;39;46]. Reconstruction operators can be im-

plemented by iterated geodesic dilations of some markers which lie partly above

and below the image. The reconstruction proceeds as in the case of openings by

reconstruction in the regions which lie above the marker, and as closings by recon-

struction when the marker lies above the image. Although object removal is accom-

plished by flattening, the original contours are preserved properly as the contours

of the markers correspond to those in the original image [34;39;41;45;46].

Levelings employ arguments of two functions, the reference function (or original

image) f and the marker function g. The function g, which can be generated from

any function, can be modified in such a way that it becomes a leveling of f [49].

Similar to other reconstruction-based filters, g in levelings is used to indicate which

structures must be preserved. Following [39], levelings λ(f |g) are defined as:

(λ(f |g))(x) = {
ρ(f |g)(x) iff(x) ≤ g(x)

−ρ(−f | − g)(x) otherwise
, (11)

One problem that is common to all connected filters is that of leakage. Leakage oc-

curs when thin structures created by noise connect image regions which are actually

separated. A reconstruction criterion which avoids flooding to connect different re-

gions can be used to solve the problem, but requires intense computation [39;69].

This can be solved by viscous methods as discussed in the next section.

9.3 Viscous Levelings in Nonlinear Diffusion Algorithm

Viscous Levelings

Meyer and Vachier introduced the viscous propagation concept to overcome the

leakage problem. It concerns the extension of filtering by geodesic reconstruction

which employs dilated sets, potentially using viscous lattices. Such geodesic re-

construction minimizes undesirable regions without affecting the desirable ones,

allowing to obtain intermediate results between morphological opening and open-

ing by reconstruction [42;43;51;70-72]. So-called transformations with reconstruc-

tion criteria control the reconstruction process based on a size criterion by imposing

some conditions on the reconstruction process. Such transformation is based on the

basic concepts of morphological opening and closing [71] with morphological ero-

sion and dilation. The viscous counterpart ρB of regular reconstruction ρ is defined

as follows
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ρB(f |g) = δBρ(ǫBf |ǫBg), (12)

As defined by [51] , in which δB and ǫB are dilation and erosion by a ball B. Thus,

viscous reconstruction can be thought of as modelled by the flow of balls of the

same size as B, the centroids of which must be contained in the erosion of image

f . In [39], an improvement in terms of edge preservation was proposed, by adding

a single geodesic dilation at the end:

ρ′
B(f |g) = δfδBρ(ǫBf |ǫBg), (13)

In which δf is a geodesic dilation in f , i.e.,

δf = f ∧ δ1, (14)

With δ1 a dilation by a unit disk. Now that we have suitable viscous reconstruction

methods, we can define viscous levelings λ′

B
as follows

(λ′

B
(f |g))(x) = {

ρ′
B
(f |g)(x) iff(x) ≤ g(x)

−ρ′
B
(−f | − g)(x) otherwise

, (15)

Note that this definition works based on the notion of the viscous hyperconnection

described in [37], rather than on viscous lattices [51], because the latter are not

complemented, and therefore do not allow auto-dual filters. The resulting filters

have a single parameter to set, i.e., the diameter of the disk used to control the vis-

cosity, apart from the marker image.

Nonlinear Diffusion filters as Morphological Markers in Viscous Levelings

Any image can be employed as marker in levelings. However, the optimum marker

must still be determined. The marker function operates as feature indicator to se-

lect only the desired image features. In this regard, the simplification is done by

ignoring the values beyond the marker. Therefore, if the marker and the reference

functions differ greatly, the levelings results in more simplification [73;74]. The

studies in [40;75] have investigated the use of an AD family of markers in level-

ings for radar imaging, but not for speckle denoising. Multiscale markers obtained

from sampling Gaussian scale-spaces have also been employed [76]. In the same

study, combination of AD and levelings, named Anisotropic Morphological Lev-

elings was proposed, which applies multiscale AD filtering as marker with scaling

and iteration parameters. Neither method was applied to speckle noise reduction,

or to ultrasound images, and none of these methods used viscous levelings.
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Seeing that AD filters are effective for image noise removal, corner detection, and 

segmentation tasks in combination with levelings, in this paper we investigate the 

performance of the family of AD filters (Perona-Malik and SRAD) as markers in 

viscous levelings. Viscous levelings are typically performed by first extracting 

the markers from the AD filters. The hypothesis is that the use of AD filters as 

multiscale marker in viscous levelings allows solving spurious extrema problems 

in the AD methods.  In our study we focus on Perona-Malik AD, and SRAD as 

markers. 

 

9.4. Experimental Results and Discussions 

We have examined the proposed method on both grayscale synthetic and a series 

of 2DUS images. The synthetic image consists of three sub images which are 

generated by manual drawing. Several features, lines, squares, and circles were 

drawn in different intensities, sizes, and positions. We generated artificial 

multiplicative speckle noise with various levels of noise amplitude in relation to 

the original image. In order to assess filtering quality objectively, we performed a 

comparison between the filtering results obtained at different noise levels with the 

original noise-free synthetic image as the groundtruth.   

The ultrasound image was acquired in B-(brightness-)mode at a frequency of 10 

MHz and with a focus depth of 7 cm by scanning in the axial plane along the 

thoracolumbar spine. To quantify the performance, we generated an anatomically 

plausible, noise-free ground-truth ultrasound image by smoothing the ultrasound 

image with a median filter. The “ground-truth” image was then contaminated by 

adding artificial speckle noise at various noise levels to imitate the natural speckle 

in ultrasound images. Quality assessment was done as for the synthetic image. 

We tested the performance of the abovementioned methods (AD filtering, 

connected filtering, and viscous levelings with AD markers) by varying each 

filter’s parameters. In AD filtering, the gradient modulus threshold (kappa) and 

iteration values are varied in Perona-Malik. The time step was fixed at the 

maximum value to speed up calculations. An integration constant of 1/7 and 

conduction coefficient functions as in (2) were used. In this regard, we tested 10, 

20 and 30 iterations. For SRAD, we varied the threshold value from 1 to 10. For 

connected filtering, we applied   values ranging from 1 to 15 in the AOAC 

method. By adjusting the value of , the dark and bright grainy noise speckles can 

be removed effectively. For viscous levelings the viscosity value, i.e. the diameter 

of the ball B, was varied from 1 to 3 and 5. We evaluated the results 

quantitatively by means of the Metrix-Mux visual quality assessment MatLab 

package which implements a large range of image quality measures. We 

computed all quality measurement parameters available in Metrix-Mux, however, 

since some parameters reveal comparable trends, we only show the PSNR (Peak 

Signal to Noise Ratio) and UQI (Universal Image Quality Index) [77;78]. 

Besides, we examined the speckle reduction results qualitatively by observing the 

features in the image results visually.  
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Perona-Malik versus SRAD 

A quantitative comparison of the AD filtering performance between Perona-

Malik and SRAD methods on synthetic image confirms that the higher the 

speckle noise intensity, the lower the capability of the AD filtering to reduce the 

speckle noise. The Perona-Malik performance is gradually improved in iteration, 

on the contrary, SRAD tends to be declined in higher iteration. From PSNR and 

UQI plots in Figure. 9.1, it can be revealed that SRAD does not always improve 

the Perona-Malik performance. SRAD indeed performs better quality than 

Perona-Malik kappa 10 at certain iteration. However, it tends to become unstable 

at higher iteration. Above all, Perona-Malik kappa 10 and kappa 30 with 10 

iteration generally perform best in restoring the speckled image.  

In the results on synthetic image in Figure. 9.2, Perona-Malik AD performs 

visually better in reducing the speckles and preserving elongated thin structures 

with high and low contrast than SRAD, although at higher speckle noise levels 

seems to fail at removing the grainy structures. Moreover, blurring and corrupted 

low contrast structures in higher iteration appear. It seems that the role of 

choosing the best kappa and number of iteration plays an important role in 

generating a qualified image simplification and feature preservation. 

 

 

Figure. 9.1. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik (kappa 10 and 30) versus SRAD of synthetic image 
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Figure. 9.2. Image results of Perona-Malik and SRAD of synthetic image 

 (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 10 (d) SRAD iteration 10 

 

 

The image simplification in SRAD fails to generate satisfying edge feature 

separation and elongated thin structure preservation due to blurring. Moderate 

speckle reduction can still be obtained in SRAD with iteration of 3 where most 

structures can even be preserved, but resulting in texturized rough structures. In 

higher iteration, SRAD fails to generate smoothed regions surrounding the 

elongated thin structures. Due to numerical instability in SRAD, it is likely that 

the higher the iteration in SRAD, the more unstable the preservation. Although 

this method is claimed to be the specific improvement of Perona-Malik for 

speckle reduction, the presented results cannot show the improvement. 

The PSNR and UQI quantitative assessments on a series of ultrasound images of 

the spine as given in Figure. 9.3 also confirm generally comparable trends, but 

less pronounced due to the reduced amount of fine detail in ultrasound images. 

UQI measurement presents that Perona-Malik performs better than SRAD in the 

beginning of iteration, then SRAD performance increases higher than Perona-

Malik in later iteration.  
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Figure. 9.3. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik (kappa 10 and 30) versus SRAD 

of ultrasound images 
 

 

 

Figure. 9.4. Image results of Perona-Malik and SRAD of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Noise 0.01 Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 3,  

(d) Noise 0.01 Perona-Malik, kappa 10 iteration 7, (e) SRAD iteration 3, (f) SRAD iteration 10 
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Qualitatively, Perona-Malik AD reduces the grainy structures effectively and 

preserves elongated thin structures with high and low contrast to the background 

structure. The higher the iteration, the more significant the speckle reduction, the 

smoother the structure (Figure. 9.4c-d). SRAD in ultrasound image diminishes 

the speckle noise significantly in lower iteration (Figure. 9.4e). However, the 

features are not preserved sufficiently in higher iteration. The speckle can be 

completely removed, nevertheless leaving in blurring effect in most parts of the 

image, while most bright reflection features are regrettably degraded. Unexpected 

spike artifacts also occur in some areas of interest in higher iteration of SRAD 

(Figure. 9.4f). 

 

Area Openings Area Closings (AOAC) 

 

Figure. 9.5. PSNR and UQI plots of AOAC of synthetic image 

 

Quantitatively, AOAC simplifies the image and removes the speckle noise 

constantly, which can be explained that the main structures of the image can be 

correctly preserved in increasing  value. Higher speckle noise density obviously 

generates lower speckle reduction performance, however, it shows comparable 

inclination pattern as the lower speckle noise density (Figure. 9.5). This 

demonstrates that this method is considerably robust although the noise level is 

made higher.  

In the synthetic image as presented in Figure. 9.6, AOAC removes the majority of 

the grainy structures. This method performs well in preserving thick structures 

with high contrast to the background, no matter how the shapes are, and in 

preserving elongated thin structure with high contrast to the background structure 

and horizontal line. However, missing diagonal line (Figure. 9.6c bottom) with 

single pixel structure is due to the 4-connectivity used in this method. Some 

elongated low contrast thin lines also failed to be preserved in all tested speckle 

noise levels and  value.  
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Figure. 9.6. Image results of AOAC of synthetic image. (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) Noise 

density of 0.01 AOAC  = 15, (d) Noise density of 0.03 AOAC  = 8  

 

 

The quantitative assessment on ultrasound images (Figure. 9.7) confirms 

comparable trends as that of in the synthetic image. The ultrasound image results 

of AOAC in Figure. 9.8 show that elongated thin structures with high contrast can 

still be kept. The other structures, such as smaller elongated and bigger area of 

structures, can also be recovered in certain  value.  

In lower speckle noise level and  values, grainy structures still remain. However, 

grainy structures can be visually removed leaving in larger area of preserved 

structures in a simplified manner  in high  value (Figure. 9.8d). Since the 

speckle noise is denser, it interferes the structures. Conversely, blurrings have 

influenced certain small area of structures in  value of 15. In higher speckle 

noise, AOAC performs considerably rougher. This may be signified that the 

bigger the area of the speckle to be taken out, the higher the loss of correlation, 

luminance distortion, and contrast distortion to the original smoothed ultrasound 

image resulting in a rougher simplified structures. We can visually notice that 

speckle can be suppressed on certain region by defining the optimum , while the 

necessary features can be satisfactorily preserved. 
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Figure. 9.7. PSNR and UQI plots of AOAC of ultrasound images 

with speckle noise level of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 

 

 

Figure. 9.8. Image results of AOAC of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.01, (c) AOAC with  = 5, (d) AOAC with  = 15 

 

Anisotropic Diffusion versus Viscous Levelings with Anisotropic Diffusion 

Perona-Malik vs Viscous Leveling with Perona-Malik as Marker (VisLevPM) 

PSNR assessment comparison between conventional Perona-Malik and 

VisLevPM (both applied kappa 10, 20, and 30) on synthetic image with speckle 

noise density of 0.01 and 0.03 reveals that both techniques gave comparable 

performance, except that VisLevPM with viscosity of 1 (or no viscosity) has 

slightly lower results. While UQI confirms that both the conventional Perona-

Malik and VisLevPM with viscosity of 5 are better than VisLevPM with viscosity 

of 1 and 3. In general, it can be revealed that the higher the iteration, the better the 

performance for both methods with kappa 10 (Figure. 9.9). 
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Figure. 9.9. PSNR and UQI plots of Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of synthetic image with speckle 

noise level of 0.01 
 

 
Figure. 9.10. Image results of Perona-Malik versus VisLev PM. (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, 

(c) Perona-Malik kappa 30 iteration 10, (d) VisLev PM kappa 30 marker viscosity of 1 iteration 10 
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Visually, the results of both conventional Perona-Malik and VisLevPM in kappa 

10 are similar. Nevertheless, VisLevPM kappa 30 with viscosity of 1 performs 

better than the conventional Perona-Malik as shown in Figure. 9.10d. Grainy 

speckle noise can be diminished more effectively resulting in smoother surface of 

the objects. This method appears to be able to stabilize the conventional Perona-

Malik performance in higher iteration in reducing the speckles and preserving the 

features more effectively. Furthermore, the majority of object edges are refined 

resulting in a generally sharpened visual representation, while the conventional 

Perona-Malik produces blurred edges. This blurring also occurs in VisLevPM 

with viscosity of 3 and 5. This may also be the cause of incapability of the 

VisLevPM to preserve low contrast elongated thin structures. As conclusion, the 

preservation of elongated thin structures is noise level and contrast dependent. If 

low contrast thin structures are completely noise corrupted, this method is unable 

to recover them.  

 

 
 

Figure. 9.11. PSNR and UQI plots of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of ultrasound 

images with speckle noise level of 0.01 

 

As compared to the synthetic image performance, the quantitative assessment on 

ultrasound images confirms similar tendencies (Figure. 9.11 and Figure. 9.12). 

Both methods have comparable results in kappa 10, not including the VisLevPM 

with viscosity of 1. Conversely, VisLevPM with viscosity of 1 performs the best 

and the conventional Perona-Malik produce the smallest PSNR value in higher 

iteration of kappa 30 speckle noise of 0.01.  
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Figure. 9.12. PSNR and UQI plots of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of ultrasound 

images with speckle noise level of 0.03 

 

The PSNR plot also confirms that increasing the kappa value improves the 

performance in lower iteration, however, it decreases in further iteration. 

Moreover, UQI demonstrates that VisLevPM both kappa 10 and 30 with viscosity 

of 1 performs the lowest in lower iteration, then it remains stable after iteration of 

2 and reaches the highest performance in iteration of 10, while the others have 

significantly decreased performance.  

In accordance to the quantitative assessment, visual inspection reveals that both 

conventional Perona-Malik and VisLevPM are capable of preserving reflection 

features represented in elongated bright structures finely. Higher kappa value also 

preserves the elongated features considerably better although the performance 

drops gradually due to fringe lines-like pattern arise in higher number of iteration 

(Figure. 9.13g-h). Increasing of viscosity value in high kappa value and higher 

speckle noise level is also incapable of improving the result significantly. 

However, although bright and dark spot speckles interrupt the features, the main 

structure can still be maintained, even in higher iteration. In general, it can be 

concluded that VisLevPM is capable of improving the conventional Perona-Malik 

performance by choosing the correct viscosity value, resulting in reduced blurring 

effect in AD and simplified structures. The drawbacks can be avoided by 

choosing the most optimum viscosity value.  
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Figure. 9.13. Image results of conventional Perona-Malik versus VisLevPM of one of the tested 

ultrasound images (a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, (c) Perona-Malik kappa 10 iteration 7, 

(d) Perona-Malik kappa 30 iteration 7, (e) Viscous Levelings Perona-Malik kappa 10 viscosity 1 

iteration 7, (f) kappa 30 viscosity 1 iteration 7, (g) kappa 30, viscosity 5 iteration 3,  

(h) kappa 30, viscosity 5 iteration 7  

SRAD vs Viscous Leveling with SRAD as Marker (VisLevSRAD) 

Comparison between the conventional SRAD and VisLevSRAD on synthetic 

image for speckle noise density of 0.01 and 0.03 (see Figure. 9.14) confirms that 

both methods are comparable in low iteration, except for VisLevSRAD with 

viscosity of 1 which has slightly lower quality measurement. However, 

VisLevSRAD with viscosity of 1 gradually improves and reaches the best among 

others in higher iteration, while the performance of the others tend to decline 

simultaneously. On the other hand, the use of VisLevSRAD with viscosity 3 and 

5 as the post processing of SRAD by employing SRAD as marker has proven to 

improve the performance of the conventional SRAD in higher iteration.  

At viscosity of 1, VisLevSRAD reduces the speckle noise satisfactorily. It also 

reveals that elongated thin structures and edges can be preserved adequately, 

where high contrast lines can be suitably recovered. Furthermore, spike artifacts 

which exists in the SRAD can be removed in the VisLevSRAD (Figure. 9.15c-d). 

However, some low contrast structures tend to dissapear and unrecovered.  

The drawback is that increasing the viscosity value causes smoother edge of the 

objects. Consequently, blurred objects and missing low contrast thin lines occur. 

Furthermore, texturized surface in iteration of 3 are still obtained due to the use of 

SRAD as marker image. Then again, spike artifacts still arise in certain parts. 

Such drawbacks are typical SRAD which suffers from numerical instability. As 

comparison to the conventional SRAD, VisLevSRAD provides significant 

improvement in speckle reduction, simplification, and feature preservation. 

Blurring effect in SRAD can be minimized by using VisLevSRAD in certain 

iteration, so that the object edges can be preserved. Important structures, such as 

elongated thin lines, can also be recovered in a more stable way, resulting in 

diminished artifacts which appear in the original SRAD results.  
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Figure. 9.14. PSNR and UQI plots of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of synthetic image 

with speckle noise level of 0.01 and 0.03 

 

 
Figure. 9.15. Image results of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD on synthetic image. (a) Noise free, (b) 

Noise added 0.01, (c) conventional SRAD iteration 10, (d) VisLevSRAD viscosity 1 iteration 10 
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The quantitative assessment on ultrasound image in Figure. 9.16 generally shows 

comparable trend as in the synthetic image. In this regard, VisLevSRAD with 

viscosity of 1 in speckle noise level of 0.01 generates the lowest quality in lower 

iteration. Conversely, it gradually improves in higher iteration and obtains the 

best quality in higher iteration. Higher speckle noise level tends to produce 

similar result, but to a great extend with higher iteration. In comparison to 

VisLevPM for kappa 30, PSNR of VisLevSRAD tends to position the result 

viscosity of 1 in the lowest PSNR in lower iteration, then start to stable and 

perform similar to or even higher than others in higher iteration.  

 

 

Figure. 9.16. PSNR and UQI plots of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of ultrasound image 

with speckle noise level of 0.01 and 0.03 

 

From the ultrasound image results, it can be explained that the use of 

VisLevSRAD as post processing in SRAD is capable of reducing the drawbacks 

of over smoothing (Figure. 9.17c-e) and spike artifacts (Figure. 9.17d) in higher 

iteration of SRAD. However, grainy structures still unadequately removed 

(Figure. 9.17.e). Similar to the results of VisLevPM, VisLevSRAD with viscosity 

value of 3 and 5 results in more effective speckle reduced image and simplified 

structures, but some false bright and dark spot speckles as well as fringe lines-like 

come up obscuring the visibility of important features as given in Figure. 9.17f. 

However, the main structure can still be maintained, even in higher iteration.  
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Figure. 9.17. Image results of SRAD versus VisLevSRAD of one of the tested ultrasound images 

(a) Noise free, (b) Noise added 0.03, (c) SRAD iteration 6, (d) SRAD iteration 10, (e) Viscous 

Levelings SRAD viscosity 1 iteration 10, (f) Viscous Levelings SRAD viscosity 3 iteration 10 

 

The difference between VisLevSRAD and VisLevPM is that VisLevSRAD fails 

to generate more complete elongated line reflection structures in viscosity value 

of 3 and 5. This occurs because the SRAD markers have blurrer and distorted 

image than that of in the Perona-Malik. Hence, the viscous levelings performance 

is marker dependent. In feature preservation purpose, Perona-Malik marker 

performs better than SRAD marker. However, VisLevSRAD and VisLevPM 

seem to have comparable performance in term of image simplification and 

speckle reduction. Above all, viscous levelings is proven to improve AD in 

speckle reduction and feature preservation in a more stable way.  

 

 

9.5. Conclusions 

Tests of the proposed methods on synthetic as well as a series of  ultrasound 

images show that the speckle noise can be generally removed resulting in 

simplified smoothed image and preserved features.  

The AOAC performs perfectly in preserving thick high contrast structures, no 

matter how the shapes are. The AOAC also presents good results in preserving 

elongated thin structure with high contrast. Furthermore, some elongated thin 

lines with low contrast failed to be preserved in all tested speckle noise levels. 

Therefore, defining an optimal threshold value of  may improve the speckle 

denoising performance.  
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Perona-Malik kappa 30 generally performs better and more stable compared to 

SRAD in restoring the speckled image. Furthermore, SRAD results tend to 

decline in higher iteration. It can be revealed that SRAD does not always generate 

speckle reduction improvement of Perona-Malik. The performance of SRAD tend 

to descend and numerically unstable in higher value of iteration.  

VisLevPM is capable of improving the performance of conventional Perona-

Malik by reducing the blurring effect of AD and simplifying the structures in 

effective way. The occuring drawbacks can be avoided by choosing the most 

optimum viscosity value. Furthermore, the majority of object edges are refined 

resulting in generally sharpened visual representation of the object. Nevertheless, 

the preservation of elongated thin structures is noise level and contrast dependent.  

Compared to the results of VisLevPM, VisLevSRAD generates slightly lower 

quality of image in lower iteration. While in higher iteration, VisLevSRADSRAD 

performance drops down.  

As future work, we are questioning whether Gaussian filter marker, followed by 

viscous levelings, probably has similar noise reduction performance to Perona-

Malik marker, but with improved numerical stability and speed.  
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